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Abstract The evolution of an information system is reflected in
data modeling by database reorganization. Entity-Relationship
consistency expressesthe capability of relational databasesto model
informationorientedsystems.A relational schemaconsistingof &ation schemes.togetherwith key and inclusion dependencies,is said
to be ER-consistentif it complieswith an entity-relationshipstructure, meaning that it is representableby an ER-Diagram. For ERconsistentschemasthe basicrestructuringmanipulationsarethe addition and removal of relation schemes,coupledwith the modification
of the key and inclusion dependencies.Recentlywe have defineda
setof incremental and reversible schemarestructuringmanipulations
as the translateaof a set of vertex-orientedER-Diagramtransformations. For non-emptydatabasestatesthe schemarestructuringmanipulations mustbe associatedwith statemappings,and this leadsus to
the definition of databasereorganizationoperations;database reorganization operations consistof compatible pairs of incrementalrestructuring manipulationsand entitj4ounded statemappings.For the
specificationof ER-consistentdatabasestatemappings,we propose
an Entity-Relationship Calculus.

1. Introduction
The evolution of an information system is reflected in data
modeling by database reorganization [TL]. Databasereorganization
consists of schema restructuringaccompaniedby somestatemapping. Sincealgebraicoperationsconsistof the embeddingof schema
restructuring and state mapping, relational databasereorganization
has been mostly centeredon Relational Algebra (e.g. [STI). This
approachoverlooksthe information structureaspectof the database
reorganization.mainly becausethe relational modelfails to provide a
suitable framework to deal with information; the relational model
user.worksin termsof datarepresentations,which hide mostof the
structureof the modeledenvironment.
Entity-Relationship (ER) oriented design [Chenl reflects a natural,
although limited, view of the world: entities are qualified by their
attributesand interactions between entities ate expressedby relationships. ER-schemasareexpressiblein diagrammaticform called
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ER-diagrams(ERD). In [MMR] we have investigated the significanceof requiring from a relationaldatabaseschemato comply with
an entity-relationship structure,that is. to be representableby an
ERD. Relationaldatabaseschemasthereconsistof relation schemes
togetherwith key and inclusion dependencies.
Sucha schemais said
to be entity-relationship consistent (ER-consistent), if either it is the
translateof. or it is possibleto translate it into, an ERD. For ERconsistentdatabasea
both the schemarestructuringand the statemappings are more complex than for regular relational databases.
Tlte
basic relational schemarestructuringmanipulationsare the addition
andremovalof relation schemes,accompaniedby the modificationof
the various dependencies.In l&Iar] we have defined a set of tirementaf and reversible schemarestructuring manipulations as the
translatesof a set of vertex-orientedERD-transformations.While
incrementality character&s the locality of one-steprestructuring
manipulations,reversibility assuresthat every suchmanipulationcan
be undonealso in one step.
For nonempty dambasestatesthe schemarestructuringmanipulations must be associatedwith state mappings.This leads us to the
definition of dambasereorganizationoperations;dutabusereorgunization operationsconsistof compatible pairs of incrementalrestructuring manipulationsand entity-bounded statemappings.An important characteristicof databasereorganixationis its locality, captured
by the conceptof reorganization incrernentality which combinesthe
incrementality embodied by schema restructurings. with the
incrementalityof the associatedstatemappings.
We proposea calculus-orientedBR notation to expressstate mappings in ER-consistentdatabeses.The Entity-Relationship Calculus
(ERC) proposedby us is mainly an ER-orientednotationaladaptation
of the Tuple Relational Calculus, coupled with an ERCexpression/ERD-transformation
compatibility condition. An EntityRelationship Calculus (ERGAC) has been proposed in [AC].
Although inspired by the relational calculus, it is not clear how
ERC-AC relatesto it, that is. what is the powerof ERC-AC.However
by explicitty discarding the comparison of umelated
entity/relationship-sets,ERC-AC.is obviously lesspowerful than the
relational calculus,and for a disputablereasonfor that matter.ERCAC, as almostall the otherER-orientedlanguages,is querybiased,so
that no attentionis paid to whetherERC-AC expressionsimply welldefied ER-structures.
The paper is organizedas follows. The next section introducesER
Diagrams.The conceptof ER-consistencyis reviewed in Section 3.
In section 4 we investigate state mappingsin ER-consistentdatabases.Relational schemarestructuringis briefly reviewedin section
5. In section6, we define databasereorganizationoperations.In Settion 7 we defme the Entity-RelationshipCalculus. In Sec3.h 8 we
discuss
various
ER-algebraproposalsand show how our reorganixation operationscan be usedto specifyalgebra-orientedoperations.
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2. Role Free Entity-Relationship Diagrams
Entity-Relationship oriented design [Chen] reflects a natural,
altbough limited, view of the world: entities are qualified by their
attributesand interactions between entities are expressedby relationships. An entity-set gmups entities of a sametype, where the
entity-type is perceivedas the sharingof a sameset of attributes.A
value-setgroups atomic values of a certain type; value-setsam the
direct correspondentsof the relational domainswith interpretedele
men& A relationship representsthe interaction of severalentities,
and relationshipsof the sametype are groupedin a reluhonship-set.
An attribute is associatedwith one or severalvalue-sets.Attributes
m
with the samecollection of value-setsare said to have the
sametype. A subsetof the attributesassociatedwith an entity-set
may be specified as the. not necessauly unique, entity-ident$er.
Entity-identifiers are usedto distinguishamongthe occurrencesof an
entity-set. An entity-set in a relationship-set may have a role,
express@ the function it plays in the relationship-set.Associution
cardinulity amstmints are restrictions on the maximum number of
entities from a given entity-set,that can be related,in the context of
somerelationshipset, to a specifii combinationof entities from all
the other entity-setsinvolved ln the relationship-set.

Notations(I):
- Ai , Ei , Ri denotean a-vertex,e-vertex,andr-vertex,resp.;
- Xi+Xj denotesa directededgebetweenvertices Xi and Xi ;
- Xi ++Xi denotesa dipathbetweenvertices Xi and Xi .
ERD edgesspecify existenceconstraints:
(Ai +Ej)
an attributedoesnot exist independently.but only related
to someentity-set Ej ;
(EiZEi)

the ISA relationship expressesa subset relationship
betweentwo entity-sets; Ei is said to be an en&y-subset
(specialization) of Ei, and Ej is said to be a generic
entity-set (generalization) of Ei ;

(EiZEj)

the ID relationship expressesan identification relationship betweenan entity-set,called we& entity-set,which
cannot be identified by its own attributes (Ei ). but
has to be identified by its relationship(s) with other
entity-sets( Ej ); Ei is saidto be a &pndent of Ej ;
relationship-set Ri involves entity-set Ej , thereforea
relationship from Ri exists provided the related entity
from , alsoexists;
a relationship from relationship-setRi dependson the
existenceof somerelationshipfrom relationship-setRj .

(Ri+Ej)

Ej

ER-schas are expressiblein a diagrammatic form called JZRdiagram(ERD) which we define as a directedgraph(examplein figure 1). Entity-sets, relationship-sets,and attributesof entity-setsor
relationship-sets,are representedby entity, relationshipand attribute
vertices,respectively. Entity, relationshipand attribute vertices.are
denoted as a-vertices. r-vertices. and e-vertices,respectively, and
representedgmphically by circles, diamonds,and rectangles,respectively. ERD vertices are connectedby directed edgesrepresented
graphically by artows; edgesconnectingr-vertices are represented
graphically by dashedarrows. Every vertex is labeled by the name
of the associatedentity-set, relationship-set,or attribute name; e
verticesand r-verticesare uniquely identified by their labelsglobally.
while a-verticesare uniquely identified by their labels only locally,
within the set of a-verticesco~ected to somee-vertex/r-vertex.The
reakced ERD is an ERD with the a-vertices,and all their incident
edges,removed.
We deal in our paperwith ERDs without role and cardinality specillcations,called role-free ERDs. A role free ERD doesnot allow,
for instance,the associationof entitiesfrom a sameentity-set.A formal definition of role-freenessis given later (constraintER5 of deflnition 2.2). Without any loss of generality, we also assumethat
relationship-setshaveno attributesof their own.

Note:

(Ri+Rj)

Notations (2):
Atr (Ei) 4 (Aj I Aj+Ei E Cm ) , denotesthe setof a-verticesconnected to ~II e-vertex Ei ;
Id(Ei) sAtr(Ei).
vertex Ei;
GEN(Ei)’

denotes the entity-identijer

~pe~ilkd for e

(Ek I Ei’$Ek E GM ). denotesthe set of generaliza-

tions of entity-set Ei ;
(EC I EiZEk E G,g ). denotesthe set of entity-sets
on which entity-set Ei is ID-dependent;
ENT(Ri)’ (Ek I Ri+Ek E Cm ), denotesthe set of entity-sets
~SSOC~&~
by relationship-setRi ;
ENT+-SAT
denotesthe existenceof an l-l correspondence,
C , betweenthe e-verticesof two setsof e-vertices. ENT and
ENT’ , belongingto an ERD, G,Q :
ENT(Ei)’

C=((Ei,Ej)IEiEENT,EjEENT’and
(&Ei++EjEGm

u EiEEj))*

ASSIGN+ ENROLLmeans that an assistant is assigned to projects -only in the deptment~ he is enrolled in.
Fig.1 Entity-RelationshipDiagramExample( identifiers are underlined).
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Defiition 2.1 - Specialization Cluster.
Let Cm be an ERD and Ei E Gm an e-vertex; the specialization
cluster rooted in Ei, SPEC’(Ei), is the set of all the eve&es
representingspecializations of the entity-s$ representedby Ei :
SPEC’(Ei&Ei

U

(Ej I Ej++Ei

E Cm).

If Ei hasno generalization.that is, GEN(Ei) = 0 , then the specialization clusteris saidto be maximal.
In figure 1, for instance, SPEC’(PERSON) is [PERSON, STUDENT, FACULTY, ASSISTANT), and is maximal.
Deft&ion 2.2 -Role-Free Entity-Relationship Diagram,
A Role-Free Entity-Relationship Diagram (ERD) is a finite labeled
digraph G,=(V, H), where V is the disjoint union of threesubsets
of vertices: E (e-vertices), R (r-vertices),and A (a-vertices); H is

the setof directededges,where an edgecan be of one of the following forms: Ai +Ej , Et +Ej , Ri +Ej , and Ri +Rj . Gm , Obeys the
following constraints:
(ERl)Gm is an acyclic digraphwithout parallel edges;
(ERIL)VAi E Cm : outdegree (Ai) = 1;
(ER3)for any e-vertex/r-vertex Xi holds:V (Ej, Ek) E ENT’(Xi) :
8E,,, s.t.both Ej-S~E,
and Ek -++E,,, E Gm ;
; ENT(Ei)=0;
(ER4)V Ei E Cm : ifGEN(Ei)# 0 aId(
and Ei belongsto a unique maximal specialization cluster ;
otherwise Id (Ei)Z 0 ;
(ER5)V Ri E Cm : ENT(Ri) ~2 and V Ri+Rj E Cm :
3 ENT C ENT(Ri) suchthat ENT++ENT(Rj).
Constraint (ERl) above guaranteesthat directed cycles do not
exist so that, for instance,an entity-set will neither be defmed as
dependingon identification on itself, nor be definedasa propersubset of itself. An attribute characterizesa single entity-set,therefore
constraint(ER2). Constraint(ER3) statesthe role-freenesscondition;
it assures,additionally, the uniquenessof the correspondence
of two
relatedrelationship-sets(ER5). The rules of identifier specification
are given by constraint(ER4); (ER4) also statesthat every generalization hierarchyis a rootedtree.
Defuu’tion 2.3 - ER-Compatibility.

The entity-set and relationship-setcompatibility have the following
graph-orientedanalogs:(i) two e-vertices,E; and El, are said to be
ER-compatible iff they belong to a samespccializatroncluster, and
(ii) two r-vertices,Rt andRj , are saidto be ER-compatible iff thereis
a one-to-onecorrespondence,
Camp(Ri &j), of compatibleeve&es
between ENT(Ri)
and ENT(Rj):
Comp(Ri Pj)=((Ec&)
I
Ek E ENT(Ri) , E,,, E ENT(Rj), Ek andE,,, areER-compatible).
Note that rolefreenessassuresthe uniqueness of this later correspondence,wheneverit exists.
3. Entity-Relationship ConsistentRelational Databases
A relational schema is a pair (R , D) whereR is a set of relation
schemes,R = (R r....&). and D is a set of dependenciesover R .
We deal with two kinds of dependencies,one inner relational, and
one inter relational, definedbelow. A relation scheme is a namedset
of attributes, Ri(Ai). On the semantic level, every attribute is
assigneda domain. A database state of R is definedas
r = <DI,...,D,,r,...rk>,
whereri is assigneda subsetof the cartesian
product of the domainscorrespondingto its attributes.Provided the
domainsare se& of interpreted valueswhich are restrictedconceptually andoperationatiy,two dttributesaresaidto be compatible if they
are associatedwith a samedomain. In the following definition R
denotesa setof relation-schemes
and Ri E R .
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Defvlition 3.I - Functional Dependency, Key, Key Graph.

(i) f~cttitd dependency (FD) over Ri(Ai) is a statementof the
fotmX+Y,whereXsAi
a.ndY sAi;X+Y
isvalidinastate
r iff for any two tuples of ri, t and t ‘. t [X]=t ‘[Xl implies
t[Yl=t’[Yl;
(ii) key dependency over Ri (Ai). is an FD Ki +Ai , where Ki S Ai;
Ki is called key; note that keys neednot be minimal, that is, Ki
is a key evenif thereis a strict subsetof Ki which is alsoa key;
(iii) correlation key of Ri , CKi , is the union of all the subsetsof
Ai,thatappearaskeysinsomerelation Rj .j#i;
(iv) key graph associatedwith R , is a digraph GI=(V. E). whenz
V=R and Rt+Rj E E iff (i) CKi = Kj; a (ii) Kj c CKt and
aR, Suchthat Kj

C

z

CK, andKk

l

c

CKi.

l

Dejkition 3.2 - Inclusion Dependency, Properties, Graph.
(i) inclusion dependency (IND) is a statement of the form
Ri [Xl E Rj [Y], whereX and Y am subsetsOfAi andAj, mtively. and IX l=lY I; an IND Ri[X] E Rj[Y], is valid in a
State r , iff ri [X] s rj [Y];

(ii) Ri[X]ERj[Y],issaidtobetyped[CV]iff
X=Y;
(iii) Ri [X] E Rj [Y], is saidto be kzy-based [Sci] iff Y = Kj;
(iv) for a set of inclusion dependencies,I, over R , the associkted
IND graph is the digraph GI=(V, E), where V =R , and
Ri+Rj E E iffRi[X] ERj[Y] E I;
(v) a set of inclusion dependencies,I, is said to be cyclic if either
Ri[Xi]SRi[Yi]
for X+Y, or there are RI..R, such that
RiWil ~Rr[Yrl. RI[XII sR#‘~]. **vR,V,l SRi[Yil; a set
of inclusion dependencies,I, is acyclic iff the associated
IND graphis an acyclic digraph [Sci].
The sets of keys and inclusion dependenciesassociatedwith some
relational schema,aredenotedK andI, respectively.
Relationsare manipulatedby relational algebra (RA) opexators (cf.
[KS]): union, intersection, difference, projection, selection, (natural)
join, and Cartesian product , We usein this paperthe RA union and
naturaljoin: let Ri (Ai) and Rj (Aj) be two relation schemes.associated with relations ri and 3 respectively; t denotesa tuple, and
t [WI denotesthe sub-tupleof t correspondingto attributeset W ;
union: RiURj’(tItEriatErj);
join :
_

Ri WRj’

(t[AiUAj]It[Ai]Eriandt[Aj]Erj).

In lMMR] and lMar] we have proposedthe ERD as a higher-level
schemafor the relational model. The relational interpretationof an
ERD is given by its mappinginto a relational schema.A relational
schemawhich is the translateof an ERD, is said to be (trivially) EJZconsistent. Then a state of an ERD is the state of its relational
translate.A relational databasewhose schemais ER-consistent,is
saidto be an ER-consistent database. In [Mar] we havepresentedthe
direct mapping (figure 2) and reversemappingbetweenERDs and
relational schemasof the form (R , K, I ) . We briefly review bellow someresultsof [Mar].
Proposition 3.1 (Proposition4.1 [Mar]).
Let (R , K, I) be an ERconsistentrelational schema,the translateof

tbeERD GM, whosereducedERD is G ‘E,s, and let G, and
G, be the inclusion dependencyand key graphsassociatedwith
(R , K. I), respectively. (i) GI and G’,, areisomorphic;
(ii) I is typed,key-based,and acyclic; and (iii) G, is a subgraph
of G, .
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Inplit :
G,=(V, If), an ERD;
OUtpUt: the relational schema(R , K, I) interpretingGER;
(1) pfix the labels of the a-verticesbelonging to entity-identifiers
by the label of the correspondinge-vertex;
(2) for every evertex/r-v~&
Xi define recursively the following
setOfa-W&W KCY(Xi) =Id(Xi)
U
KeY(xj) ;
x-s, c GP
(3) for every ~vertex/T-vQtex
Xi : definerelation-schemeRi ;
Ki := Key (Xi);
Ai :=Atr(Xi)UKey(Xi);
K SK U Ki;
R OR U Ri(Ai);
(4) let Ri and Ri be two relation schemescorrespondingto e

vertices/r-verhcesXi andXi, respectively;
foreVeryedgeXi+X~

E GM:

I :=I

U

(Ri[Kj]sRj[Kj]).

Fig2 T, : MappingER-DiagramInto RelationalSchema.
Proposition 32 (Corollary 4.2 [Mar]).
Let (R , K,I) be an ER-consistentrelational schema:an inclusion
aepenaenCyRi [xl E Rj [Y ] is implied by I iff either it is trivial, or
X=Y andthereisapathfiom Rt to Rj intheassociatedINDgraph.

Notation: typing and key-basingallow to denotean inclusion dependenCyOfanERcOnsistentdatabase,Ri[Kj] sRj[Kj] ,aS Ri CRj.
Dqinition 3.3 -Existence Key.
Let (R , K ,I) be an ER-consistent relational schema, and
Ri E R ; theex&nceAcyof Ri , EKi isdefined astheunionof
all the keys associatedwith the relatio~schemesto which Ri is
relatedby an inclusion depeudency:EKi = u
Kj .
R,ER,El
Proposition 33 (Corollary 4.4 WI).
Let (R , K, I) be the relational schematranslateof an ERD Gul ;
(i) a relation schemeRi E R is the translateof a vertex representing
a nlationship~t or an entity-subset iff Ki = EKi; (ii) a relation
schemeRi E R , is the tmt&te of an e-vertex iff eitherKi Q EKi ;
=QRjcR
SuChthatKjcEKi: Kj=Ki(=EKi).

4. Update Behavior of ER-ConsistentDatabases
Databaseschema-invariantstate mappingsare generally known as
updates. In ER-consistent relational databases,every relation
cormspondsto an entity-set or relationship-set,and every tuple
representsan entity or relationship respectively. An elementary
updatein a relational databaseconsistof: (i) modifying an attribute
value in a tuple, (ii) deletinga tuple from a relation;and (iii) inserting
a tuple into a relation. Updatesin ER-consistentrelational databases
refer to information, rather than data,structures;thus, an elementary
update refers to an entity/relationship, or an attribute of an
entity/relationship.Let r be the databasestateassociatedwith an
ERconsistent schema;ER-consistencyfor r meansthat r satisfies
the associatedkey andinclusion dependencies.

directly from the definitions of relational union andnaturaljoin.
Defurition 4.1 - Incremental Update.

Let r be au ER-consistentrelational databasestateassociatedwith
schema(R , K. I), and ri the relation associatedwith Ri E R ; the
deletion/insertionof a tuple, t , from/into ri , and mapping ri and
r into r ‘i and r ’ respectively,is said to be incremental iff r ’ is
ER-COllSiStent.

IO general updates are not incremental, therefore the state ERconsistencyis preservedby performing additional updates.that is.
non-iucrementalupdates propagate in the database.
Definition 4.2 -Local Update Propagation.
Let (R , K, I) be an ER-consistentrelational schema,and ri the
relation associatedwith Ri E R . The non incrementalupdateof a
mple t Over ri locally propagates Bs fOllOWS:
delete Q RI (Rj c Ri E I ) : delete from rj the set of tuples
Delj= (t’l t’E rj and t’[Ki]=t[Ki]);
the tuple
insert Q RJ (Ri SRI E I ) : insert into
rj
Ins/! = ( (ti [Kj])* ) where * specifiesthe concatenationof
ti [Kj] with all the missingvaluescorrespondingto the atttibutesOf Ai-Kj .
Proposition 42

Let r be the dambasestateassociatedwith the ER-consistentrelational schema (R , KS I) , ri the relation associatedwith Ri E R ,
and Ii s I , the subsetof inclusion dependenciesinvolving Ri s The
local propagation of a non-incrementaldeletion/insertionof a tupl&
t , f?otimto ri , maps r into a state that satisfiesall the inclusion
dependenciesof Ii , and is minimal, that is. no proper subsetof
updateshasthis property.
Root straightforward.
The overall updatepropagation,which mapsthe databasestateinto
an ER-consistentstate,consistsof recursive local propagations.Let
r be the databasestateassociatedwith the ERconsistentrelational
schema (R.K,I).themnslateofERD
Gm;let updatc(t,ri)
be
a non incrementalinsertion/deletionof tuple t into/from relation ri
Bssoci8ted with Ri E R , where Ri is the translateof e~ertex/rVU&X
XiEGm.
It is easy to see that the propagation of
updfte (t , ri) c0nSiStsOf the spanningof ul most all the relations
assomaMwith the relation schemescorrespondingto the verticesof
GM (Xi-9 definedbelow (examplein figure 3).

Proposition 4.1
Let r be an ER-consistentrelational databasestateassociatedwith
schema(R , K, I) . r is ER-consistent iff

QriC;:

FrooE

U. rjKi1 Sri[Kil and ri[EKil
R,~Rt~I

S

REwE,rj[Kil-

r is ER-consistent iff QRj(Rj ERi E I) : ri[Ki]sri[Ki]
and
Q Rj (Ri SRj E I ) : ri [Kj] S rj [Kj] . The proposition fOIIOWS
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Fig.3 (i) G, (STUDEfl’“);

(ii) GEM
(ASSIG@“‘“).
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Definition 4.3 - Update Propagation Subgraphs.

Let GM be ~II ERD, and Xi an e-vertex/r-vertexof GM ; tire
upakte propagation subgraph inducedby Xi ,
Cm (Xiiypd”3= (Vi Jli) , is OM of the following acyclic subgraphsof
the correspondingreducedERD, G, :
Cm (Xi*‘? : Vi = Xi u (Xi I Xi +-Xi E G ‘eR) 9
Hi = (Xk+Xj IX, *Xi E Vi ( Xk+Xi E G’m};
Cm (Xih’9 : Vi = Xi LJ (Xi I Xi ++Xj E G ‘Ed ),
Hi = (Xk+Xj I Xk ,Xj E Vi , Xk+Xj E G’m).

Smoothschemamstructuring,without majordisruptions,is cirmrctaized by incremental&y:informally, incrementality requhas front e
single manipulation to affect only locally the schema by keeping
invariant the schemasegmentwhich is not in the immediateneighborhoodof the manipulation.Accordingly, the effectsof every single
manipulationare easyto comprehendand manage.While incmmentalky characterizes onestep schema modifications. revemibility
assuresthat every suchmodification.can be undonein onestep.

Proposition 43

Dejinition 5.1 - Incremental and Reversible Schema Restructuring.
Let (R,K,I) bearelationalschemamappedto (R’,K’.I’)
byan

Let r be the databasestateassociatedwith the ER-consistent&Iti~nal schema (R , K, I), ri the relation associatedwith Ri E R .
Any non-incrementaldeletion/insertionof a tuple, t , from/into ri ,
can be accomplished by a sequence of incremental
deletions/insertions.
FrooE
A non-incremental update over ri propagatesto the relations
con=ponding to the verticesof Gm (X,*“) ; the propagation.over
the acyclic ERD subgraph,definesan order <. for the verticesof
Cm (Xi; for every vertex Xj E G,~J(Xi~
the propagation
consists of deleting/inserting from/into rj the set of tuples
Deli I Insj (defmition 4.3); then the sequence consists of
deletin~mserting from/into rj , corresponding to every vertex
Xj E Gm(Xiypk”) , in the order sp&fkd by the inverse of <i , and
endingwith deletion/k&on of tuple t from/into ri .
5. Incremental SchemaRestructuring
Schema restructuring is part of both databasedesign and database
reorganization. The basic relational schemarestructuringmanipulations are the addition and removalof relation schemes.togetherwith
the adjustmentof inner and inter-relationaldependencies.However,
adding and removing relations are just expressionsof information
structurespecificationand evolution. and as such must have information structure transformationscounterparts. Accordingly, ERconsistentrelational schemasare suited for defining schemarestructuring manipulations.We assumein this section that the database
stateis empty. The effect of schemarestructuringmanipulationson
non empty databasestateswill be investigatedin the next sections.
We briefly review incremental restructuring of relational ERconsistentschemasfollowing ml.

addition/removalrestructuringmanipulation,and let Ii be the subset
of inclusion dependenciesinvolving mlation schemeRi. A reaucturing manipulation Ui is saidto be
R’=R URN, K’=K UK,, aad
(i) incrementala [a(R
(I’u K’)+= (I UK UIi UKi)+;
[WOVe(R
R’=R-Ri,
K’=K-Kt
*and (I’uK’)+= ((IUK)+-Ii-Ki)+;and
(ii) reversible fi thae is anothcs rmtm&ng
mani@aticq UI ,
suchthatthesequeameof q and u appliedon (R,K.I),mtmu

the.sameschema,uptoareuamingo#attributes.
The majorquestionwith the restructuringof ER-consktent&t@ntl
schemasis the preservationof ERconsis&ncy and the spec&&n
of the ERD-transformationumespcndent of every restructuring
manipulation. We have proposed in [Mar] a set of ERDtran$mnations, A, consistingof connections/disconnections
of vatices, and have specified the.mappingof ERD-transformationsinto
incrementaland reversiblerestructuringmanipulations.We havepartitioned the set A of ERD transformationsinto three classes:(Al)
connection/disconnectionof verticesrepresentingentity-subsetsand
relationship-sets; (A2) connection/discormection of verlkes
repmenting entity-setswithout dependententity-sets,or repcscnting
generalizationsof otherentity-sets; (As) connection/disconnection
of
verticesrepresentingconversions,of attributesinto weak entity-sets,
and weak entity-setsinto independententity-sets,togetherwith their
reverseconversions.For instance,the ERD of figure 4 is the result of
transformingthe ERD of figure 1, by connectingthe following wtices: CITY, CS-DEPART. XX-DEFART, T/T, T&T, RX,
T-COURSE, T&C. and TxT. Conversely,the ERD of figure 1 is the
result of transforming the ERD of figure 4, by dkcmmectingthe
abovevertices. Apart from the connectionof CITY, which expresses

Fig.4 ERD-Transformationof the Entity-RelationshipDiagramof Fig.1.
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the conversion of an identifier attribute into a weak entity-set,
transformation.all the other connectionsof this example are A1
tlWlSfOXIUitiOilS.

Let (R , K ,I ) be the relational translate,by mapping T, , of an
ERD. Cm ; the mappingof the ERD-transformationsinto incremental and reversiblerestructuringmanipulations,is definedby mapping
T- , asshownin the following diagram:
f;
CR.K.1)

-

ERD Tmttsfomtatiott ( 7i )

-

T-4
.5obmmRaatNutttittg (q)

-(R’.

G’m
\p*

K’.I’)

The Connection/~nnecIion of an e-vertex/r-vertexis mappedto
the addition/removalof the correspondingrelation schemetranslate.
Informally, suchan addition/removalimplies the addition/removalof
the associatedkey, and the inclusion dependencies
involving the relation scheme.The relation schemeaddition includesalso the removal
of additional inclusion dependenciesin or&r to preservethe ERconsistency of the schema, while the relation scheme removal
includes the addition of the inclusion dependencieswhose implication have dependedon the removed relation. We have shown in
m]
that for every ERD-transformation, ‘Ti , Oi = T-(Ti)
is
incrementaland reversible. In [Marl we have shown that the set of
ERD-transformationsis complete in the following sense.
Dejinition 5.2 - ERD-Transformation Vertex-Completeness.
A set of ER-vertex transformationsis said to be vertex-complete iff

every incrementaland reversiblevertex connection/disconnection,
is
expressibleby a single transformationof the set,and for every ERD
Cm , thereis a sequenceof transformations,which mapsthe empty
diagram( G, ) into Cm (the emptydiagram).
6. DatabaseReorganization
The schemarestructuringmanipulationsof the former section were
under the assumptionof empty databasestates.For non-emptydatabasestatesthe &hemarestructuringmanipulationsmustbe associated
with statemappings;the associationof incrementalschemarestructuring manipulationswith state mappingsis the basis of defining
database reorganization operations. An important characteristicof
databasereorganizationis its locality, capturedby the concept of
reorganization incrementality which combines the incrementality
embodiedby schemarestructurings, with the incrementality of the
associatedstatemappings.Reorganizationstatemappingsmust keep
invariant the identify of the entities, and may introducenew entities
into the databaseonly by converting attribute values into entities,
which is an A3 ERD-transformation.This restriction is capturedby
the conceptof entity-boundnessdefinedbelow.
Defvu’tion 6.1 - Entity-Bounded Stale Mapping.

Let r

be an ER-consistent databaseassociatedwith schema
(R,K,l)
and which are mappedinto (R’,K’,I’)
and r’ respectively. The mappingof r into r’ is said to be en&y-bounded iff for
every Ri E R’ , Ri the translateof an entity-set(not subset),either
(i)RiER
andr’icri.or
U
rj[Ki].
(ii) Ri +ZR and r’i[Ki]r
R, SRI E I’

Thus entity-boundedstate mappingsdo not introduce new entities
into existing entity-sets(i); any new weak entity-set resulting from
the conversion of an attribute. consistsinitially of at most all the
values of the converted attribute (ii); and any new independent
entity-setis initially empty(ii).
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Defvtition 6.2 -Database Reorganizadon.

Let r be an ER-consistent databaseassociatedwith schema
(R , K , I) . C.Tand Q area restructuringmanipulationand a state
mapping,defmedover (R , K ,I) and r respectively.
(0 d and G are saidto be compatible iff either (a) cs is the null
restructuringand 6 is the replacementof ri with r’i ; or(b)
q is the addition of relation-schemeR ‘i to (R , K , I) , and
d is the addition of r’i to r ; or (c) o is the removal of
relation-scheme Ri from (R , K , I) , and Q is the removal
Of ri from r .
60 An n ~(ahabase reorganization) operation is a compatiblepair
(Oi , Oi ) of an incremental restructuring panipulation Oi ,
and an entity-bounded state mapping Oi , which IIMPS
(R ,K .I) and r into (R’,K’.f’)
and r’ respectively.
such that r’ is an ERconsistent databaseassociatedwith
(R’.K’,I’).
(iii) An C&operation ( Oi , Oi ) is said to be incremental iff C?i is

an incrementalstatemapping.
(iv) A set of reorganizationoperationsis said to be !%complete iff
given an ER-consistentdatab%e r with schema (R , K, I) ,
and any &operation ( Oi , Oi ) , m exists a sequenceof
reorganizationoperationsperforming ( Oi ,oi>.
Proposition 6.1

Let r be an ER-consiste$ databaseassociatedwith schema
(R , K ,I) , and let (Oi , Oi ) be an R-operation which maps
(R,K,I)
and r into (R’.K’,I’)
and r’ respectively.
(i) Oi ( r ) = r - ri is incremental;
(ii) Oi(T) =r[-ri]
Ur’i
isincremenlaliff

U
R,ER,

rj[KilGr’iKil

and r’i[EKi]E

R ,&,JjIKjl*

E I’

ProoE
(i) Insuredby the definition of the removalrestructuring[Mar].
(ii) The condition is from proposition 4.1; remains to prove that
u
rjK1 E; W r, [K .I, and this is insuredby the specifiR, GR, E I’

R,GR,~I”

’

cation of the addition restructuring(see[Marl).
Without 10s~ of generality we shall assumethat any relation, Ri,
affectedby a reorganizationoperationis all key, that is, Ai = Ki .
Proposition 6.2
Let r be. an ER-consistent databaseassociatedwith schema
(R .K .I),and (oi ,Oi) an Sopcrationwhichmaps (R,_K,I)
and r into (R ‘, K’. I ‘) and r’ respectively,such that ( Oi, Oi ) is

of one of the following forms:
(a) Oi consistsof the removal of Ri from (R , K , I) and Oi is
the lX?JtIOvalOf ri from r ;
(b) Oi consistsof the addition of R ‘i 10 (R , K , I) and 6i is the
u rjK1 to r ;
additionof r’i =
R,ER,

E I’

Oi is nulland Oi isthereplacementof ri by r’i 2 ri ;
(d) Oi is null and Oi is the replacementof ri by r’i E ri .
(i) Let fi be a set of reorganizatiqnoperationsof the aboveforms.
Then ir is R-complete. (ii) Let Q be a se! of incremental reorganization operationsof the aboveforiii. Then -R is Gcomplele.
(c)

Proofi

It is enoughto prove the &completeness of 6 . Let r be an ERconsistent database associated with schem? (R , K ,I) , and
( Oi , pi ) any C&operationwhich maps (R , K , I) and r into
(R’ , K’ , I’) and r’*respectively.
For Oi = removal Oi is incrementalandof the form (a) above;
For Oi = addition, let Cm be the ERD corresponding to
(R , K, I) , Xi the vertex correspondingto R ‘i , and
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ri”‘=r~-r’i.
TheassociaU rj[Ki], rik=r’i-lrio,
n, srt, EI’
tion
of r’i with R ‘i can be doneas follows: (1) associaterr with
R ‘i ; (2) u
ri” into r$ (3) fl&& ri&’ from rt.
Stage(1) correspondsto a statemappingof the form (b) above.and is
incremental(proposition6.1); stage(2) propagates,
to at mostall the
relations correspondingto the vertices Of Cm (Xi~ , and can be
accomplishedby a sequenceof incrementalstatemappings(proposition 4.3). which areof the form (c) above;and stage(3) propagatesto
at most all the relations cormsponding to the vertices of
Gss(Xi”*“, , and canbe accomplishedby a sequenceof incremental
statemappings(proposition4.3). which areof the form (d) above.
For Oi=QulJ ,tbeproofissimilar.
Note that for au &operation ( 01 , rSi) , where Oi is null and
refersto au entity-settranslate,& mustbe the replacementof ri by
r’i E;ri (entity-boundness).
r,‘=

7. Entity-Relationship Calculus
For schemarestructuringmauipulations,we havedefineda complete
setof ERD-trausformations,having incrementalschemarestructuring
mappings.Similarly, we proposea calculus-orientedER notation to
expressstatemappings.
Defvrition 7.1 -Entity-Relationship Calculus (ERC).

The syntax of ERC is definedasfollows:
constants, (entity or relationship)variables,or indexed
term
variables; an indexed variable is of the form either
x[A] or x[Y], where x is a variable, A is au attribute,and Y is an entity/relationship-set;
predicates Mary
range predicates. associated with
entity/relationshipsetaets.
and having as argumentsvariables;binary comparisonpredicates,whose arguments
are constantsand indexedvariables,of the form x [A ] ,
such that A is an attribute of the entity-set associated
witb the range of x , and the attributesreferredin the
comparisonare ERcompatible; and binary equalitycomparisonpredicates,whoseargumentsare variables
and indexedvariabk~ of the form x [Y ] , such that the
entity/relationshipsetsreferred in the comparisonare
ER-compatible.and if X is associatedwith the range
of x , then X and Y are adjacentverticesin the ERD
suchthatX+YoGEp;
propositions either predicates,or of the form PihPs, PivPs.
-P1, Pl+P2. where Pi and P2 are propositions;
quanti$ers are range coupled, that is. of the form (Zlx E X) , and
(VxoX),where
X isarangepredicate;
fo?mukls propositions, or quantilied formulas of the form
Qx E X)@(x) 9 and (V’x E X)@(x), meaning
Ox)(X(x)~Qtx))
and (t,x)(X(x)+W))
9
respectively,where X is a range predicateinvolving
x, x isfreein a, Q doesnotcontainrangepredicatesfor x , andinvolves free variablesotherthan x ;
expression

(Yl ‘-‘yn

1 xl(Xl)h

‘**

hx,(Xk)A@(X1’**Xk)),

where v; an?either variablesor indexedvariables.all
referrinito A different variables, xi , Xi are range
predicates. 0 is either absentor it is a formula with
range-coupledquantifiers, without rangepredicatesfor
andwitb x1 * . ’ xk its only free variables.
xl”‘&,
The power of relational datamanipulationlanguagesis characterized
by their completeness [Cm. ‘Ihe lower bound is the TRCcompleteness, which meansthe language is expressiveprecisely as
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Input :

GM and (R , K, I) , an ERD and its relational schema
translate; Yss anERC expressionover Gss ;
output : YR a TRC expressionover (R , K, I) ;
terms
every variable Xi iS mapped t0 tuple variable ti ;
every indexed variable Xi [AkI is mappedto tuple variable ti [As] , where ti is the mappingof q ;
every inked variable Xi [Xi J is mappedto a setof tuple
Variables( ti [Ak] I A, E Kj , where Kj is the key Of the
relational transhtmof Xi and ti is the mappingof q );
:ates every rungepredicate associatedwith entity/relationshipset Xi ismappedtoarangepredicateassociatedwitb
Ri , the R&Old
tranSlate Of Xi ;
a comparison predicate of the form q [AC]8 Xj [Ah] is
mappedto ti [At] 8 tj[Ak] , where ti and tj are the
mappingsof q attd Xj , respectively;
a cowon
pre&ate Of the fOllll either Xi 9Xj[Xk] ,
where xi ranges over & , or xi [&I 8 xj [& ] , is
ti[A,] 0 tj[Am] , where ti attd tj
mappedto
A*:&

are the mappingsof Xi and Xj , respectively. & and
Kh are the keys of Rc and Rh , the relational
banslates
Of Xk and Xk ,respectively.
Fig.5 T, : hipping ERC ExpressionInto TRC Expression,
the the fit-order Tuple Relational Calculus (TRC). We havedefined
ERC by adaptingnotationally the TRC asdeflnedin Pir]. In TRC the
terms are constants,tuple variables, or indexed tuples, where an
indexed tuple is of the form t [A] , with t being a tuple variable,and
A an attribute; and predicates are unaty range predicates, associated with a relation, and having as argumentsmple variables, or
binary comparisonpredicates,whose argumentsare constantsand
indexedtuples,such that the involved attributesare compatible. The
mappingof an ERC expressioninto an TRC expression,is presented
in figme 5. The mappiug is straightforwardand its correctnessis
guaranteedby the constraintsput on the termsof form x [Y ] and the
comparisonpredicatesinvolving them.ERC allows the direct referenceof the ER structures,but preventsthe direct reference’,within a
relation. of the attributesbelonging to existencekeys.Consequently,
ERC is trivially TRC-complete .

In a relational database.an TRC expressionevaluatesto a relation
associatedwith somerelation-scheme.For ERconsistent databases.
we must also insure either the incremental addition of the new
relation-schemeto the ERtonsistent schema,or the existenceof a
relation-schemewith which the new relation would be associated.
This leads us to the definition of the compatibility of ERCexpressionswith ERD+ansformations.The Cl-completenessof d
allows us to reslrict the discussionto &operations. Let r be an
ER-consistentdatabaseassociatedwith schema (R , K ,I), and
(ai,~i)
an &operation which maps (R.K.I)
and r into
(R’.K’.I’)
and r’ wpectively: let (R.K.I).
(R’,K’.I?,
and
Ri be the ldhOIld
-Slates Of Cm , G’m., and Xi RS&BSh’dy.
Following proposition6.2 we denoteby ‘yi”” the ERC-exluession
U
rj[Ki], and need t0 refer only to ERG
evaluating to
R,sRcl’
expressionsassociatedwith null ERD-transfonuations,and which
specify statemappingsthat consistof the teplacementof somerelation ri , associatedwith Ri , by r’i such that either r’i 2 ri OT
r’i !zri . Consequently,an ERG-expressionYss must evaluate,
via T, ,toarelationthatiseitheraddedto,ordeletedfrom,anexistitlg relation, that is r ‘i - ri or ri - r ‘i mspectively.denotedY$
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and Y,@ respectively. Recall also that becauseof the entityboundnesscondition, Y# can be associatedonly with ERDverticesthat representeither entity-subsetsor relationship-sets.Actually the above separationallows us to imposethe entity-boundness
condition.
Dejinition 7.2 - ERC-Expression A-Compatibility.
Let
GM be an RRD, Si an A-transformation referring to .e-

vertex/r-verq Xi , Y,Q an ERC expression over Cm, and
(El IX appearsintheheaderof ‘I’m and Ej is
ENT(Ym)=
eithertherangeof x .OT Ej E ENT(Rk),Rc isthemngeof x ).
(i) Y,#” is said to be compatiblewith ‘Fi , where Zi is not null. iff
Ti COIL&S of the connectionof Xi to G.qr ;
(ii) Y,@ is said to be compatiblewith Zi , where ri is null and
refersto Xi E G~R.iff
l
Xi representseitheran entity-subsetor a relationship-set;
l
V(q,xj)
intheheaderof Yg,withranges
Xk and Xh
respectively: X, and X, obeyconstraint(ER3);and
[Xi] ENT(JP,#@)=(Ej),B”d Ei isERc~mpatiblewith Ej#Ei;
[Ri] thereis a l-l correspondence
of ER-compatiblee-vertices
betweenENT (‘4’mq and Eh’T(Ri).
(iii) Y,$ is said to be compatiblewith Ti , where where ri is null
and refers to Xi E Cm s iff there is a single variable in the
headerof Y~,anditsrangeis
Xi .
The compatibiity condition above. has the following relational
correspondent: let (R , K .I), Ri , and YR be the relational
tmn&tesofERD G,, vertex Xi , and ERG-expressionYm OVCT
Cm , respectively,and let Ay = (Ai, I Ai, E Ai , tk [Ab] appears in
the headerof Ys and Ri is the rangeof tk ). The compatibility of
Ym with an ERD-transformationreferring to vertex Xi implies
Ki=Ay.
This condition is consistent with the fact that ERcompatibility correspondsin ER-consistentdatabasesto key-identity
m]. Note that the abovecondition implies that multiple appearances of attributes in ‘IRC-expressionheaders,are not allowed,
which is a reflection of the RRD role-freeness. Note also that not
every Ys obeying the above condition has a vertex-compatible
Yss correspondent.
8. Calculus Vs Algebra Oriented DatabaseReorganization
Tuple Relational Calculus (TRC) and Relational Algebra (RA) have
beenbasedoriginally on a table view of relations.DomainRelational
Calculus (DRC) emergedfrom the attemptto offer an ER-oriented
view of relations; in this view databasedomainsroughly correspond
to entity-sets.relationscorrespondto relationship-sets,and attributes
expressthe role playedby entities in relationships.Actually, the traditional relational model has not been rich enough to supporta real
ER-orientedview. It is worth noting that the ERC, presentedin the
previous section, maps straightforwardlyto TRC rather than DRC,
contrary to the believe that DRC is better suited to expressRRorientedsemanticsPirl.
Following the acknowledgementof the fundamentalweaknessof the
ER model. namely its lack of a well defmedset of basic manipulations, several attemptshave been made to define an RR-Algebra
(ERA), starting with lMR1 and followed by PSI and[CCJZI.
The
various ERA proposalshave sought,mom or less,correspondentsto
RA operations. All theseproposalsprovedto be either inappropriate
by being too close to the RA (lMR], [CCE]). or counter-intuitive
lRS]. The simplicity and straight intuition of the RR conceptshave
been put asidein the searchof analogieswith the RA operations,and
even RA-completeness,as in [CCE]. Take, for instance, the
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definition of set union and intersection. The result of the
union(intersection)of two ER-compatibleentity/relationship-setsis
evidently a new entity/relationship-set, which is the smallest
superset&eatest subset) of the operands. How the new
entity/relationship-setrelates to the operandentity/relationships
can be expressedby subsetconstraints,which am a specialkind of
existenceconstraints.The new entity/relationship-setinherits, or not.
the attributes of the operandsets, implicitly as establishedby the
obvious attribute inheritancerules in a subsethierarchy. Note that
the subsetconstraintsalone are not enoughto representproperly the
result of setdifference,which would require somerepresentationfor
the disjointnessof compatiblesubsets.None of the abovementioned
proposalshave subsetconstraintrepresentations.
In [CCEI thereexist
no compatibleentity-sets,and only relationship-setscan be combined
to produce new relationship-setsthat inherit explicitly all the atlributes of the operands.almostas in RA. In ml the only improvement over [CCE] is the lack of explicit attribute inheritance.In [PSI
operationsare definedonly over entity-sets(relationshipsare embedded into entities prior to any operation) and the explicit inheritance
includes, besidesattributes,also relationship-setinvolvements. All
these proposals am based on an attributecompatibility of
entity/relationship-setsthat reflect the RA amibutecompatibilityy,
rather than an RR-compatibility. In the context of such definitions
the RA-completenessof [CCE] seemsto be a technicalresult without
apparentpracticalsignificance.
Onecould wonderwhetherthe lack of properrepresentationsfor subset, possibly other, constraints,is the only problem of defining an
ERA. We believe that the answeris no. Exceptingthe setoperations,
it is hard to define operationsanalog to such RA operationsas the
projection and join, such that they would have someinformationoriented meaning. Another major obstacleto an algebraic-oriented
approachis the nesting OFoperations; it is very difficult, if not hopeless,to reach the generalityof the RA composition,where any algebraic expressioncan be usedasoperandin any otheralgebraicoperation. to any level of nesting. Assuming that all theseproblemsare
overcome.we are still left with the procedurality of an algebraicoriented notation, overwhelming,we think, for a a high-level imerface such as the ERD. Consequently,we doubt that thereis any need
for an RA-shapedER notation. We shall show in the sequelof this
section how RA-oriented manipulationscan be specified with the
databasereorganixation operationsproposedby us. All examples
refer to figure 4.
Let (R,K,Z)
and (R’.K’,Z’) betherelationaltmnslatesof Ga
and G ‘m , and Ri the lt?htiOlld translate of e-vertex/r-vertexXi .
Let t be an ER-consistent databaseassociatedwith schema
(R,K,Z),md
(ai ,6i) an d operationwhichmaps (R.K.Z)
and r into (R’.K’.Z’) and r’ respectively,suchthatz
- ai is the h-dnslate of an Ai vertex connection(Xi representsan
entity-subsetor a relationship-set);
- 6i is theadditionofeither u rjK1 orRcpdfG,~j[Kjl;
R,~Racl’

4

the ERG-expressionspecifying 6i , is denoted Y,* in the former
case,and Y,+‘= in the later case. The ERD-transformationsspecifying Oi , will be given without sy~~tactic details.
Let SET be a set of RR-compatibleentity/relationship-sets.The
&
of the entity/mlationship-setsof SET is specified by the
with
the
CoMection
of an entityassociation of Y,*
sub~t/&tionship+et Xi Suchthat V Xj E SET : Xj +Xi E G ‘m *
For instance, the union of TEACH and TAKE is specified by
(Connect TIT ; Y#’

).

The jntersection of the entity/relationship-setsOf SET is specified
by the association of Y,y” with the connection of an entity-
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subset/relationship-setXi such that V Xl E SET : Xi +Xj E G ‘m .
Note that the intersectionof relationship-setsmight be non incremental. For instance,the intersectionof TEACH and TAKE is specified
by ( Connect T&T ; ‘I$y ) andpropagatesto ASSISTANT.
The join of two relationship-sets,or a relationship-setand an entityset, is a generalization of the intersection. For instance,
(Connect T&C ; ‘I’?:; ) , specifies the join of TEACH and
T-COURSE, while the join of T&C and TAKE is specified by
(Connect TXT ; Y@ ) .
The ussociution of entity-setsand relationship-setsresults in new
relationship-setsconsistingof the cartesianproductof the associated
entity-sets/relationship-sets.
We shall refer only to the associationof
entity-sets;the other casesare similar, although mote complex. Let
SET be a setof entity-sets,such that V (Ei ,Ei) E SET : Ei and
Ei obey constraint (ER3). The ussociution of the entity-setsof
SET is specifiedby the associationof Y,p” with the obviousconnection of a relationship-set Ri . For instance,the associationof
PERSONandCOURSEis specifiedby ( Connect T/T ; YFF ) .
The projection of an entity-set/relationship-seton an entity-set
results in a new entity-set, while the projection of a relationship-set
on several entity-sets results in a new relationship-set. Let EC
representan entity-set involved in relationship-set Rj . The projectionof Rj on EL results in asubset of Et , Ei , s@fkd by
the associationof Y,* with the correspondingconnection. For
instance, the projection of TAKB on COURSE is specified by
(Connect T-COURSE ; YT$ ) . Similarly, the projection of
ASSIGN on ASSISTANT and DEPARTMENT is specified by
(Connect RX ; Yg

) .

h x [NAME ]=‘CS’ )).

We do not have a representationfor constraintsspecifying the disjointness of two ER-compatible entity/relationship-sets.Consequently, the tifirence of two ER-compatibleentity/relationshipsets
can be expremway
similar to selection,rather than union or
intersection. For instance, the difference of DEPARTMENT and
( Connect XX-DEPART
CS-DEPART is specified by
(x I DEPARTMENT[x]

tions (FG], that is, relations with nesting done only over single
basic attributes.Tuples in such relations consist of either atomic
values,or setsof atomic values.The unresting of suchrelationsis
straightforward.Assuming that identifier attributes are not multivalued, the mappingsbetweenERDs and relational schemasate
unchanged,since key and inclusion dependenciesinvolve only
identifier attributes,and the setsof restructuringmanipulationsand
reorganizationoperationshaveto undergoonly minor changes.
- Disjointness constraints specify the disjoinmessof ER-compatible
entity/relationship-sets.for instance, disjoinmessconstraintscan
expressthepurtitioning of a genericentity-setinto disjoint specialization entity-subsets.Disjoinmessconstraintsaresupportedin the
relational modelby exclusion dependencies (EXD) [WI.
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9. Conclusion

Databasereorganizationexpressesof the evolution of an information
system.Sincethe capability of relational databases
to modelinformation orientedsystemsis expressedby ERtonsistency, we haveinvestigated databasereorganizationin an ER-consistentenvironment.A
natural extensionof our work would be to incorporatemoresemantic
modelingcapabilitiesinto the high-level ERD interface.Someof the
possible extensions are listed below; all these extensions seem
straightforward.but tedious:
- Association cardinalities have alreadybeendealt with in [MMR],
where unitary associationcardinahtiesare mappedto functional
dependenciesand influence the specification of keys associated
with the relational translatesof relationship-sets.
- Roles expressthe functions played by entity-setsin relationshipsets. Rolesareessentialto distinguishdifferent involvementsof an
entity-set in a samerelationship-set,and could relax constraint
(ER3)of the ERD definition.
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